
As this semester starts to come to a close it is

important to stay in touch with your friends

as everyone goes home. For some students

coming to college is a breath of fresh air and

away from problems that may occur back

home. Whether it be financial trouble, family,

or even they have members at home who are

immunocompromised during this pandemic.

Remember to check on your fellow students

and roommates as for some this is the time

that is tough for some. Maybe schedule a day

to hangout or even a phone call can help

bring relief during stressful times whatever

method you use just make sure you are

taking care of each as we are all part of this

bobcat family.
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We only have about a week left of school

this semester which means we will all be

going on break soon. Thanks to the

corona virus and the school changing

dates and breaks around, our break lasts

all the way until January. This is good and

bad; good because we get a longer break

from the stress of school and bad

because we have to deal with the stress

of being home for longer. Living at home

for two months can cause anxiety and

stress and can be extremely

overwhelming for some people. Some

things that you can do to help you at

home are: Go outside-Hang out with

friends- Start a journal -Start a new hobby

- Redo your room- Exercise- 

 Watch all the movies you've been

wanting to watch-  Try making new

recipes- The most important thing is to

remember that even though you are

struggling at home, you are not alone and

you can make it through.
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We all know that the holidays are time for good food, family and friends, relaxing,

cozying up by the fire, and baking holiday treats. Feeling holiday stress and feeling run down is also

something that we feel during the holidays. During the holidays we usually tend to eat more than

normal, socialize more, remain busy with holiday to-do lists, spend more money, and sleep less. Self-

care can easily be neglected during the busy and stressful holiday season. Practicing self-care during

this time may take a little discipline, but it is well worth it. Some self-care tips for the holiday season

are listed below.

3.   Enjoy Holiday Treats, but don’t forget to Eat Healthy Foods

Unhealthy foods cause inflammation, weight gain, and blood sugar spikes, which can cause

moodiness. Try sticking to a healthy diet during the holidays including a little bit of indulging on

treats. 

4.   Clean Out

 Clutter can cause stress so practice self-care by cleaning out things you don’t need or use anymore.

You can donate the items you no longer need or want to a family in need or charity. 

5.   Spend Time with Family and Friends 

Theholidays are a perfect time to catch up with that long-distance cousin you hardly see anymore or

that friend that goes to college many miles away from you. Take the time to sit down with you family

and friends and enjoy each other’s company. 

Find a mug and personalize it and add in their favorite coffee or tea or

pick up an old painting and add to it, making it funny and personal. 

 Another great gift idea is food or food mixes.  Hot chocolate or

pancake mixescan be something nice to receive and make on a cold

day.  You can also make snack bags and give them to all your friends

and making a big batch will cut costs while making a lot of gifts.  Of

course, holiday cookies are always a nice gift, making something

yourself instead of just buying a box ofpremade cookies shows

someone that they are worth your time and thought. Spreading

holiday spirit and giving gifts is something that does not have to be

 a big financial burden, and it is more meaningful 

to get a personal gift rather than an expensive one.  Happy holidays!

1.   Exercise as Self-Care

Exercise is one of the best stress-relieving forms of self-care.

Exercising helps strengthen your muscles, cardiovascular

system, and is good for your bones.

2.   Create a Budget and Respect it

Creating a budget can help reduce some of that holiday

stress of wondering how you are going to afford everyone’s

gifts. The holiday season is a time where people generally

tend to overspend and ruin their budgets, practice self-care

by sticking to you budget to avoid unnecessary stress. 
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Self-care tips for the holidaysAnsley Lamb

Give gifts without breaking the bank Maggie Thomas
As the holiday season starts, it can be stressful to try to think of gift ideas for loved ones.  Picking the

perfect gift for someone does not need to cost a fortune, there are plenty of gifts that are cheap and

just a special.  Consider giving someone an experience as a gift, give date coupons to a significant

other or make a photo collage of special memories.  Writing a heartfelt letter to someone you love

can be so special, consider giving a letter tofamily members telling them how much they mean to

you.  There are plenty of cheap gift ideas, and something as small as a photo in a frame can be a nice

gift.  Thrift stores can have some amazing finds for cheap that can be personalized.



As the holidays are approaching, it is important to acknowledge what we are eating

which usually contains a large amount of sugar. Although we may know these foods are

not healthful to our bodies, we probably eat them anyways, but how bad are they? We

may feel having one piece of pecan pie or a couple sugar cookies is not that bad, but they

are loaded with sugar. Let’s be honest, we know they are bad, but we do not want to know

how bad. Without a doubt, most people are not going to cut out sugar completely

because it is part of the holiday festivities so let’s focus on the better options. See if you

know which dessert is the best choice! Once you have chosen between the desserts, look

at the answers below. The most influential factors between these desserts are the amount

of added sugars and the calorie density. Practice moderation when eating these deserts

and be mindful of how much sugar you consume a day even if you are choosing the

alternatives! 
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Many of us all struggle over the holidays to maintain a healthy diet. You can keep a

healthy diet by creating a plan before your holiday celebration. Many times, we can’t

control what food we are served. Coming up with a plan before the meal can help you

work around the challenges of having no control. Try to eat close to your normal meal

times. If you can’t you can eat a snack during the normal meal time and have a smaller

portion when the food is served. You can volunteer to cook the healthy dish and bring it

to the party. If you want to eat dessert at the end of the meal, try having less carbs with

the meal so you can save room for dessert. 

Physical Activity

Take a walk after you have eaten and digested

a large meal. That full feeling can make you

feel tired, but it is important to get some

physical activity in after you consume a high

calorie meal. Play an active game of football or

soccer outside. Find a way to bond using

physical activity rather than snacking and

watching TV. Remain physically active

throughout the holidays. Create a workout

plan or schedule and stick to it. You’ll feel

better for completing your goals. Instead of

thinking “I’ll do better after the holidays”, plan

to do better now. Speak words of

encouragement to yourself. “I can do this

because...” “I messed up but here’s how I can

do better tomorrow.”
Information sourced from:

https://www.cdc.gov/diabetes/library/features/holidays-healthy-

eating.html

What to Avoid

Avoid skipping meals before eating a big holiday feast.

You will be so hungry that you will over eat in one meal.

Try having healthy snacks throughout the day or a small

healthy breakfast and lunch. If you want to eat less

calories before your big holiday meal, make sure what you

eat is healthy and keeps you from being hungry

throughout the day. Avoid punishing yourself for messing

up. Instead you can plan how to do better next time.

Avoid or limit drinking alcohol. It can lower your

inhibitions, make you eat more, and add empty calories.

Ashley Barfield
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How Maintain A Healthy Diet Over the Holidays

Source

https://www.kissclipart.com/healthy-eating-during-the-holidays-clipart-holiday-kqhaom/


This sangria recipe is perfect for a healthy, delicious drink. It is super easy

to prepare and is It is perfect for holiday parties and is kid friendly. For

those who try to avoid alcohol at parties or are under 21, this is the prefect

drink to sip on. The liquid base of this sangria is made from cranberry juice

and sparkling grape juice, and you can add whatever fruit you would like.

Some of the common fruits added include cranberries, diced red apples,

diced green apples, orange wedges, cinnamon sticks, and sliced plums.

Also, using nice wine glasses for serving really adds a classy look.

 Ingredients
 24 oz cranberry juice -24 oz sparkling grape juice - Optional garnishes 

 Cranberries  - Diced red apples - Diced green apples - Orange wedges 

 Cinnamon sticks 

Instructions     
Combine cranberry juice and sparkling grape juice into large punch bowl. 

 Add in fruit and other garnishes. Serve Chilled.
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Sangria MocktailAnsley Lamb
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